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PositiveVision Now Certified on Peachtree by Sage- Quantum
PositiveVision, now certified on Peachtree by Sage – Quantum, offering an excellent
option for companies that need more for less

Chicago, IL, September, 2009 – PositiveVision, a Sage Partner specializing in
manufacturing and distribution software now has a new product in its arsenal that
delivers more for less to help businesses succeed: Peachtree by Sage – Quantum.
Peachtree Quantum offers the simplicity of an integrated accounting solution, with
unrivalled performance and unmatched capacity in its class: twice as fast for transaction
saves and report generation than its nearest competitor, and capacity for up to 40
named users1.
“Many companies are being forced to make tough decisions, and are looking to save
money wherever they can, without sacrificing operational excellence,” said Bob Baran,
President of PositiveVision. “Peachtree Quantum is a perfect solution for mid-sized
companies, delivering the advanced functionality they need at an affordable price, and
we’re thrilled to now offer it as an option for our customers.”
Peachtree Quantum 2010 includes helpful business management tools, such as Order
Process Workflow, Multi-User Management, and a personalized dashboard feature that
helps companies cut through clutter and access only the tasks they do on a regular
basis.
The ease of use of Peachtree Quantum rivals that of its nearest competitor and is
supported by a graphical user interface, set-up guides, and an intuitive navigation
system (all of which has been tested and validated in customer resourced usability labs).
Understanding business performance relative to peers - where it stands and where
opportunities exist - is also more critical than ever. The Peachtree 2010 family of
products features Business Analytics, powered by iLumen2, that enables small

businesses to benchmark their own performance compared with others in their industry,
and other small businesses overall.
“The current economy is a challenge. Many businesses are actively evaluating their
systems to maximize their investment, looking at ways to do more with less,” said
Connie Certusi, general manager, small business accounting solutions, Sage North
America. “PositiveVision is now better-equipped to assist those companies, with
Peachtree Quantum. Now with up to 40 users, it’s an ideal solution for companies that
have an eye on growth and are looking for value, or for companies who realize that their
current system is more than they need, either from a cost or functionality standpoint, and
are looking to switch.”
About PositiveVision:
PositiveVision is one of the leading providers of business software for manufacturing and
distribution businesses in the greater Chicago area. Our expertise lies in streamlining
systems and processes to maximize your technology. We offer expert advice, project
management, training, and technical support so that your business objectives can be
met in the most effective manner possible.
PositiveVision’s consultative approach recognizes that each organization is unique. The
team at PositiveVision is well trained and experienced in learning each clients business
to provide a tailored solution. We value honesty and integrity above all else, and at all
times operate with your business objectives in sight.
To learn more, visit www.positivevision.biz or call (800) 559-1323.

###
1

Multi User licenses available in of packs of 10, 15, 20, 30, or 40. A maximum of 40 licensed, named users is allowed.
Only the first 40 named users selected in the user maintenance screen are considered licensed, named users.
2
Internet access required. Service is embedded within Peachtree 2010, however is also available for Peachtree 2008
and 2009 products via a separate application download from www.peachtree.com.

